Hepatitis C Virus Core from Two Different Genotypes Has an Oncogenic Potential but Is Not Sufficient for Transforming Primary Rat Embryo Fibroblasts in Cooperation with the H-ras Oncogene
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Persistent infection with hepatitis C virus (HCV) is associated with the development of liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. To examine the oncogenic potential of the HCV core gene product, primary rat embryo fibroblasts (REFs) were transfected with the core gene in the presence or absence of the H-ras oncogene. In contrast to a previous report (R. B. Ray, L. M. Lagging, K. Meyer, and R. Ray, J. Virol. 70:4438–4443, 1996), HCV core proteins from two different genotypes (type 1a and type 1b) were not found to transform REFs to tumorigenic phenotype in cooperation with the H-ras oncogene, although the core protein was successfully expressed 20 days after transfection. In addition, REFs transfected with E1A- but not core-expressing plasmid showed the phenotype of immortalized cells when selected with G418. The biological activity was confirmed by observing the transcription activation from two viral promoters, Rous sarcoma virus long terminal repeat and simian virus 40 promoter, which are known to be activated by the core protein from HCV-1 isolate. In contrast to the result with primary cells, the Rat-1 cell line, stably expressing HCV core protein, exhibited focus formation, anchorage-independent growth, and tumor formation in nude mice. HCV core protein was able to induce the transformation of Rat-1 cells with various efficiencies depending on the expression level of the core protein. These results indicate that HCV core protein has an oncogenic potential to transform the Rat-1 cell line but is not sufficient to either immortalize primary REFs by itself or transform primary cells in conjunction with the H-ras oncogene.

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a major etiologic agent of non-A, non-B hepatitis and is known to be associated with a high frequency of chronic infection (1, 2). Although the action mechanism of transformation is still unknown, persistent infection with HCV is highly associated with the development of liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (7, 11). The viral genome and replication have been detected in liver tissues with pathologic changes (14).

Earlier studies suggested that the HCV core gene product could regulate the growth of hepatocytes by affecting the transcription of cellular proto-oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes (23, 24). Also, it has been reported that the core protein of the HCV-1 strain in cooperation with H-ras can transform primary rat embryo fibroblasts (REFs) to the tumorigenic phenotype (25). In contrast, other groups have reported that transgenic mice expressing the full-length core protein show no histologic or biochemical evidence of liver disease or HCC (9, 20), suggesting that the HCV core protein may be not cytotoxic for the hepatocytes in vivo.

Nucleotide sequences of the HCV core gene are well conserved among all identified isolates (5). The core protein is produced as a polyprotein and matured by a host signal peptidase. The HCV core gene of several different isolates was shown to be expressed as both a 21-kDa core protein (191 amino acids) and a 19-kDa core protein (173 amino acids) (8, 15–17, 28). A third HCV core protein, approximately 16 kDa in size, was also reported to be produced in the HCV-1 isolate (17). Noticeably, several studies have produced controversial results in that HCV core proteins have been described as either cytoplasmic or nuclear, depending on the size of the core protein and the genotype of the virus (4, 15, 17, 19, 22, 28, 31). The various subcellular localizations of HCV core proteins could imply that different core proteins have distinct biological properties. Therefore, it remains to be determined whether the core proteins of other isolates can have oncogenic potential to transform primary cells in cooperation with the H-ras oncogene.

In this study, HCV core proteins from two different genotypes (HCV-K for type 1b and HCV-RH for type 1a) were tested for the ability to transform primary REFs in cooperation with H-ras. No significant cooperative effect for the transformation of REFs was observed upon cotransfection of the HCV core gene and H-ras DNA. In addition, they did not show any phenotypic change, such as immortalization, when the core-expressing cells were selected by G418. In contrast, Rat-1 cells transfected with the HCV core gene exhibited transformed phenotypes and the frequency of transformation was directly proportional to the expression level of the core protein. These results suggest that the HCV core protein appears to have oncogenic potential to transform the Rat-1 cell line but is not
sufficient for either immortalizing by itself after G418 treatment or transforming primary cells in cooperation with H-ras oncogene.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and plasmids. Primary REFs were isolated from 13.5-day-old embryos of F344/DuCrj rats (Charles River Japan, Inc.) by the standard method (21) and were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Gibco BRL) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Biological Industries). Rat-1 cells, an immortalized REF cell line, were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum. Plasmid pCI-neo-core K was constructed by inserting the PCR-amplified core region of the HCV-K isolate (genotype 1b [6]) into the mammalian expression vector pCI-neo (Promega) bearing the strong human cytomegalovirus immediate-early promoter. A termination codon was introduced at the end of the core protein-coding sequence. Plasmid pCI-neo-ST contains the entire structural gene of HCV core plasmids. pCMV-RC containing the entire core gene sequence of the HCV RH isolate (genotype 1a) is described elsewhere (16). Plasmid pCI-neo-core K(L) containing activated H-rasval-12 was obtained from American Type Culture Collection and used in the cotransfection with HCV core gene plasmids. pRSV-luc and pGL2 (Promega) contain the luciferase gene under the control of the Rous sarcoma virus long terminal repeat (RSV LTR) and the simian virus 40 (SV40) early promoter, respectively.

Focus formation assays. Secondary cultures of REFs (3 × 10^5 cells per 60-mm-diameter dish) were transfected with the HCV core gene plasmid with or without the oncogene plasmid by the calcium phosphate coprecipitation method as described previously (18). Briefly, 2 μg of each plasmid was transfected with carrier DNA, and the cells were treated with 10% dimethyl sulfoxide at 18 h posttransfection. The cells were washed three times with phosphate-buffered saline and fed with fresh medium. After 24 h, the transfected cultures were split in a ratio of 1:6. When the cells reached confluence, the culture concentration was lowered from 10 to 5%. The cultures were refed every 3 to 4 days, and focus formation was assessed 2 to 5 weeks later. The adenosivirus E1A and H-ras genes were used as a positive control. For drug selection, the transfected cells were treated with medium containing 500 μg of G418 sulfate (Gibco BRL) per ml. When drug-resistant colonies appeared at 10 to 14 days posttransfection, colonies were transferred into six-well plates (first passage). Proliferative potential was tested by further passage onto 100-mm-diameter dishes (second passage) and continuous cultivation, i.e., splitting cells at a ratio of 1:10 up to the fourth passage. For the focus formation assay of the Rat-1 cell line, cells were transfected with 20 μg of pCI-neo or pCI-neo-core K and individual G418-resistant clones were selected. The relative level of the expressed core protein in each selected clone was examined by immunoblotting. The individual clones expressing the core protein at higher or lower levels, designated pCI-neo-core K (H) or pCI-neo-core K(L), respectively, were mixed with Rat-1 control cells at a ratio of 1:10 and incubated for 6 days.

Luciferase assay. A total of 4 × 10^5 REFs were transfected with 2 μg of HCV core gene expression plasmids and 1 μg of plasmids carrying the luciferase gene under the control of the Rous sarcoma virus long terminal repeat (RSV LTR) and the simian virus 40 (SV40) early promoter, respectively. The luciferase assays were performed as recommended by the manufacturer (Promega). The difference in transfection efficiency was normalized by cotransfecting a reporter plasmid, pNEB-SEAP, expressing human secreted alkaline phosphatase. Relative light units were measured in a luminometer (Lumat LB 9501; Berthold). The means of three independent experiments were calculated.

Western blotting. The cells were resuspended in sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis loading buffer. The proteins were separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (12% polyacrylamide) and electrotransferred onto a Hybond-C membrane (Amersham). HCV core proteins were detected with HCV-positive human serum and horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-human immunoglobulin G as the primary and secondary antibodies, respectively.

Growth in soft agar. Soft agar assays were performed as described previously (12). Soft agar dishes were prepared with an underlayer of 0.75% agarose (Sigma) in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum. Co-transfected Rat-1 clones were plated in the same medium containing 0.25% agarose. The dishes were examined microscopically for colony formation after incubation for 14 days. The data was expressed as the percentage of colonies containing more than 200 cells 2 weeks after plating.

RESULTS

Oncogenic potential of the HCV core protein in REFs. HCV infection was shown to be strongly linked to the development of HCC in epidemiological studies (7, 11). To test the transforming activity of the HCV core protein, we examined its ability to transform primary REFs in conjunction with H-ras oncogene. In contrast to the previous report (25), the transforming focus was not detected up to 30 days after cotransfection with pCI-neo-core K (HCV-K core gene; genotype 1b) and the H-ras gene (Fig. 1A). In addition, cotransfection of pCI-neo-core K and E1A could not generate any transformed foci, indicating that the HCV core cannot substitute for the function of the H-ras oncogene (Fig. 1D). Similar observations were reproducibly made when seven different batches of REF cultures were tested. As a positive control, adenosivirus E1A cotransfected with H-ras readily gave more than 200 foci per 3 × 10^5 REFs 14 days after transfection (Fig. 1C). Although the core protein is highly conserved among all identified HCV isolates (5, 6), the difference in our results and those in the previous report (25) might be due to the use of different genotypes of HCV to obtain the core protein used in the transformation assay. Since the previous study (25) had used the core gene from HCV-1 (genotype 1a), we also tested a core from the same genotype, such as the HCV-RH isolate, for its ability to transform REFs in cooperation with the H-ras oncogene. Four amino acids were found to be different between the HCV-1 and the HCV-RH core protein sequences (16). As shown in Fig. 1B, we did not detect any transforming activity, suggesting that the failure of the core-mediated transformation

![FIG. 1. The lack of transforming activity by HCV core and H-ras. E1A-plus-H-ras transfectants were photographed 14 days after transfection. The other plates were examined 30 days after transfection.](http://jvi.asm.org/)
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ras transfection with either adenovirus E1A construct or H-HCV core gene, genotype 1a and 1b. As a negative control, pCI-neo and F).

Plasmid DNA transfected | No. of clones surviving 4th passage/no. tested
--- | ---
pCI-neo .............................................................. 0/6
pCI-neo-core K (HCV-K) ................................................... 0/12
pCMV-RC (HCV-RH)........................................................ 0/12
pCI-neo + adenovirus E1A ................................................ 6/6
pCI-neo + H-ras.................................................................. 6/6

* Secondary cultures of REFs were cotransfected with each plasmid DNA. G418 selection was applied 48 h after transfection. When drug-resistant colonies had developed, single colonies were isolated and transferred into six-well dishes (first passage). The proliferative potential was then tested by further passage onto 100-mm dishes (second passage) and subsequent passages (third and fourth passages), splitting cells at a ratio of 1:10. Clones which survived the fourth passage were scored as surviving.

Expression and biological activity of HCV core protein in REFs. To investigate whether the HCV core is successfully expressed in transfected REF cells, immunoblotting analyses were performed at various time intervals. As shown in Fig. 2, two forms of HCV-K core protein, of 19 and 21 kDa, were specifically detected even 20 days after transfection. A similar experiment with pCI-neo-transfected REFs did not show any corresponding band (Fig. 2, lane 1). The core protein was detected by immunoblotting with anti-HCV human immunoglobulin and horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-human immunoglobulin G. Two forms of the HCV core protein (19 and 21 kDa) are indicated by arrows. The positions of molecular mass standards are indicated.

The transforming potential of the HCV core gene was further investigated by using the Rat-1 cell line, since the established cell line may harbor unidentified mutations which in the presence of H-ras is not due to different genotypes of the HCV core gene, genotype 1a and 1b. As a negative control, transfection with either adenovirus E1A construct or H-ras plasmid, by itself, did not show any focus formation (Fig. 1E and F).

It was previously reported that H-ras transfectants are unable to generate actively tumorigenic colonies but grow strongly and manifest a transformed morphology when untransfected adjacent cells are removed by cytocidal drug selection such as G418 treatment (13). To investigate whether the core protein alone can affect cell growth, REFs transfected with the HCV core gene (pCI-neo-core K or pCMV-RC) were selected by G418 treatment. Several G418-resistant colonies were picked and subcultured. Upon furtherpassaging, they went into a crisis, during which most of the cells ceased to proliferate (Table 1). In contrast, six G418-resistant REF colonies cotransfected with E1A and pCI-neo appeared to show continuous growth up to the fourth passage. As a positive control, colonies from H-ras-transfected REFs were shown to continuously grow up to four passages (Table 1). These results demonstrate that HCV core proteins from two different genotypes do not appear to be equivalent to E1A, which is sufficient for inducing the immortalization of primary cells under G418 selection.

Expression and biological activity of HCV core protein in REFs. To investigate whether the HCV core is successfully expressed in transfected REF cells, immunoblotting analyses were performed at various time intervals. As shown in Fig. 2, two forms of HCV-K core protein, of 19 and 21 kDa, were specifically detected even 20 days after transfection. A similar experiment with pCI-neo-transfected REFs as a negative control did not show any corresponding band (Fig. 2, lane 1). The expression pattern of the core from HCV-1 was previously established cell line may harbor unidentified mutations which

Expression and biological activity of HCV core protein in REFs. The REF transfectants were harvested 2 (lanes 1 to 4), 14 (lanes 5 and 7), or 20 (lanes 6 and 8) days after transfection, and cell lysates were resolved by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (12% polyacrylamide). The core protein was detected by immunoblotting with anti-HCV human immunoglobulin and horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-human immunoglobulin G. Two forms of the HCV core protein (19 and 21 kDa) are indicated by arrows. The positions of molecular mass standards are indicated.

The expression pattern of the core from HCV-1 was previously established cell line may harbor unidentified mutations which

The core proteins in our study are able to transcriptionally activate RSV LTR and the SV40 early promoter, the core expression plasmid was cotransfected with either pRSV-luc or pGL2 as a reporter plasmid into REFs and the relative luciferase activities were measured. As shown in Fig. 3, the promoter activities of RSV LTR and the SV40 early promoter were increased by two- to fourfold, respectively. This result indicates that the HCV core protein expressed in REFs retains its biological activity in terms of transcriptional activation.

FIG. 2. Immunoblot analysis of the HCV core protein from transfected REFs. The REF transfectants were harvested 2 (lanes 1 to 4), 14 (lanes 5 and 7), or 20 (lanes 6 and 8) days after transfection, and cell lysates were resolved by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (12% polyacrylamide). The core protein was detected by immunoblotting with anti-HCV human immunoglobulin and horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-human immunoglobulin G. Two forms of the HCV core protein (19 and 21 kDa) are indicated by arrows. The positions of molecular mass standards are indicated.

FIG. 3. Biological activity of HCV core protein expressed in REFs. Each HCV core plasmid (2 μg) was cotransfected with a reporter plasmid (1 μg) into secondary cultures of REFs. The resulting luciferase activity, normalized to secreted alkaline phosphatase activity, is presented as relative light units.
facilitate its transforming ability. Rat-1 cells, the established REFs, were transfected with either pCI-neo control plasmid or pCI-neo-core K plasmid and the resulting colonies were selected by G418 treatment. The drug-resistant colonies were isolated and tested for their ability to generate transformed foci. As shown in Fig. 4A and Table 2, Rat-1 cells were readily transformed by the HCV-K core protein and exhibited focus formation. When Rat-1 cell lines transfected with pCI-neo-core K were inoculated into soft agar to assess anchorage-independent growth, they formed large colonies with high frequency (Fig. 4B; Table 2). As a negative control, Rat-1 cells transfected with pCI-neo plasmid could not induce any foci in the monolayer cultures and produced only small colonies (fewer than 50 cells) at a very low frequency in the soft agar assay.

The expression of HCV core in the selected Rat-1 clone was identified by immunoblotting experiments (Fig. 5). In contrast to the core expression in primary REFs, the single 19-kDa species was detected in transfected Rat-1 clones, implying that different transforming potentials may be due to the distinct expression patterns in the different cell types. Interestingly, the frequency of transformation was proportional to the expression level of HCV-K core protein (Table 2). To confirm the tumorigenic potential of HCV core gene transfectants, nude mice were inoculated subcutaneously with either pCI-neo- or pCI-neo-core K-transfected cells. At 4 weeks after injection, tumors developed in all mice inoculated with pCI-neo-core K transfectants (Table 2) but none of the mice inoculated with pCI-neo transfectants developed a detectable tumor. These

![FIG. 4. (A) Focus morphology of pCI-neo- or pCI-neo-core K-transfected Rat-1 clones. (B) Colony formation in a soft agar assay by pCI-neo- or pCI-neo-core K-transfected Rat-1 clones. H-ras-transformed clones are also shown as a positive control. Magnification, ×100.](image-url)
results indicate that the HCV core protein of HCV-K isolate can induce tumorigenic transformation of established Rat-1 fibroblasts.

DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that the HCV core gene encodes a weakly oncogenic protein, just oncogenic enough to transform the established Rat-1 cell line with regard to focus formation, anchorage independence, and tumor formation in nude mice. However, the core proteins used in this study are not sufficient to transform primary REFs in cooperation with H-ras, which is inconsistent with the previous report (25). A possible explanation for the discrepancies may be inferred from the following observations. First, the difference in the tumorigenic potential of HCV core protein may result from different core gene products. It was reported that both the processing and the ratio of alternative forms of HCV core protein are different for different isolates (15–17), although the amino acid sequences are highly conserved (Fig. 6). In our study, the core gene of genotype 1b (HCV-K isolate) resulted in distinct core protein products: Rat-1 cells produced 19-kDa species, while primary REFs generated both 19- and 21-kDa species with a ratio of approximately 10:1 in the presence and absence of the downstream E1 sequence. In contrast, it was shown that the core of the HCV-RH isolate produced both the 21- and 19-kDa products and a 16-kDa product, depending on the downstream E1 sequence (17). The 21- and 19-kDa proteins appear to be associated with the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum, and the 16-kDa protein showed predominant nuclear localization (17). The relationship between proteolytic processing and subcellular localization of the core protein remains unclear. Liu et al. have suggested that the interaction between the 19- and 21-kDa proteins in the cytoplasm may prevent nuclear translocation of the 19-kDa protein, resulting in the cytoplasmic localization of both forms (15). However, it is likely that a small portion of the 19-kDa protein is accumulated in the nucleus because the core protein of HCV-K and HCV-RH in our study could actively induce the transcription of other promoters (Fig. 3). Although the biological significance of the nuclear translocation of the HCV core protein is uncertain, previous studies have proposed that the core protein in the nucleus may have a regulatory function in host gene expression (10, 23). On the basis of these observations, it is likely that the ratio of two or three alternative forms (21, 19, and/or 16 kDa) and their subcellular localization will be important for the transforming potential of HCV core protein. Ray et al. have shown a predominantly nuclear localization of the HCV-1 core protein in the transformed REFs (25), which may result in higher transformation activity, strong enough to induce the transformation of primary cells in cooperation with H-ras. However, it is unknown whether the HCV core protein is accumulated in the nucleus during natural viral infection and whether it affects the transcription of cellular genes. Second, it is possible that some REFs used in the previous study (25) were capable of undergoing secondary events after transfection under certain culture conditions, such as chromosomal translocation or deletions, which predispose transfected cells to exhibit a transformed phenotype. Alternatively, overexpression of the HCV core protein in vitro may generate an artificial condition in which some REFs were transformed to the tumorigenic phenotype. However, it is known that the HCV core is expressed at a low level in vitro may generate an artificial condition in which some REFs were transformed to the tumorigenic phenotype.
level during natural infection, just enough to be detected by immunohistochemistry (34).

The fact that the Rat-1 cell line was readily transformed by the HCV core protein indicates that the core gene of HCV-K and HCV-RH isolates may code for an oncogenic protein. However, the oncogenic activity of the core protein in our study was not strong enough for the protein to readily transform primary REFs in cooperation with H-ras, compared with other immortalizing oncongenes such as EIA, c-myc, and human papillomavirus 16 E6, or E7 (3, 12, 13, 26, 30, 33). It is known that the established cell line may retain the altered cellular genes as well as the activated oncogene(s) generated during the establishment and passages of the cell line, which may facilitate its transformation by a weak oncogene. Since the development of HCC is a long-term process, taking more than 20 years (7), it is reasonable to speculate that the HCV core protein is just one of multiple factors required for carcinogenesis and/or has a weakly oncogenic activity that is sufficient to stimulate only part of a complex multistep pathway.

The continuous regeneration of hepatocytes as a result of chronic hepatitis may increase the incidence of genetic alterations. According to a previous report (29), the rate of nucleotide substitutions in the HCV core gene was significantly greater for isolates from HCC patients than for those from individuals with chronic hepatitis. Also, it was proposed that chronic inflammation and cirrhosis, accompanied by regenerative processes, may function as a tumor promoter which is providing a pathway from chronic HCV infection to HCC and that p53 tumor suppressor gene mutations in HCV-associated HCC may induce tumor progression (32). In addition, other HCV core gene products may have oncogenic potential. The observation that the HCV nonstructural protein NS3 was able to stimulate only part of a complex multistep pathway.

Further studies are necessary to elucidate the oncogenic potential of the HCV core gene in cooperation with other HCV genes.
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